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Abstract 

The COVID-19 flare-up in Indonesia has been reacted to with detachment by the focal government, which 

stressed that Indonesia has not experienced numerous instances of contamination, if by any stretch of the 

imagination. The Indonesia wellbeing priest had likewise created a ruckus with his open proclamation on 

the COVID-19 when he urged the individuals to depend on 'petition' as a preventive mark as he ticked off 

the individuals who purchased covers at a more significant expense. Actually, the COVID-19 episode has 

in truth devastatingly affected Indonesia's economy, particularly the movement and the travel industry 

segment. The marvel of agreement marriage is a typical wonder that happens in the Southeast Asian 

area. The act of agreement relationships is as of now predominant in a few Southeast Asian nations, for 

example, Thailand, Vietnam, Malaysia and Indonesia. In Indonesia, the act of agreement relationships 

happens in a few locales, for example, West Java, Central Java and East Java and Kalimantan which are 

completed by remote men from the Middle East. This has become upsides and downsides among 

Indonesian individuals. Already, Saudi sex searchers hit Thailand during the 80s . In 1989, when 

relations between the two nations experienced issues brought about by a case called "blue jewel 

business", the Government of Saudi Arabia disallowed its residents from visiting Thailand. Subsequently, 

visitors from Saudi Arabia and followed by different sightseers from the Gulf nations made a beeline for 

Indonesia.  
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1. Introduction 

Outside visitors, exclusively or in gatherings, visit Indonesia at first for a get-away. They appreciate the 

view, connect with local people, and wed young ladies for at least two days before they come back to 

their nations of origin, for example, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Qatar. Visitors from the Middle East 

picked Indonesia since vacationers from the desert ached for an alternate climate on the grounds that their 

nation was so hot. They need to relax in the cool, green uneven locales. Notwithstanding its green nature, 

this territory is exceptional in light of its excellent ladies (sprites) and social condition is very wide and 

the individuals don't generally think about others' the same old thing. Consequently, for Arabs, cold 

vacation spots are Jabal Ahdor as well as Jabal Al Jannah or Mount Heaven. Furthermore, on the grounds 

that agreement marriage between Arab vacationers and neighborhood ladies has become a typical 

practice, Cisarua is an extraordinary fascination for Arab sightseers.  

Sightseers pick the ladies they need and wed them before they get "administration". 

Neighborhood visitors and ladies are associated with contract relationships or mut'ah relationships. That 

happens a great deal in a few areas in Indonesia which are known as strict spots. Marriage for a specific 

period or agreement marriage is basic in Muslim people group, for instance in Saudi Arabia, Iran, India, 
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Jordan, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Tunisia, Morocco, Tunisia, and obviously Indonesia. Agreement 

relationships between local ladies and visitors can be considered as halal sex the travel industry which 

wraps sex the travel industry with an Islamic parade. This training happens in light of the fact that a few 

Muslims accept that agreement marriage is superior to infidelity. The marvel of legally binding marriage 

rehearses in Cisarua including young ladies from low-salary networks can be viewed as a Cinderella 

complex, alluding to the craving to get rich lives immediately.  

 

2. Paying Transient Spouses 

Travelers will spend outside money not exclusively to pay their transient spouses for around $ 400 every 

week, yet in addition to lease rooms or houses and vehicles, purchase nourishment, and trade monetary 

forms. In fact by and large, these remote visitors give financial advantages to all individuals from the 

network. Also, it was allowed by Islam, a religion that was trailed by predominant individuals in the 

territory. Throughout the years, when request expanded and the travel industry turned out to be huge 

business in these territories, sightseers wedded whores as well as customary ladies, particularly 

youngsters matured between 18-35 years. Much all the more amazing is the data that records that 

numerous ladies who are hitched have contracted relationships and that their spouses have composed 

consent above.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Illustration of contract marriage 

Figure 1 shows illustration of contract marriage. The act of agreement relationships that happens 

in a few places in Indonesia, is really the act of secretive prostitution which is completed in light of a 

legitimate concern for fulfilling desire and cash regardless of appropriate strict and lawful principles and 

overlooking the insurance of ladies and kids. Men who need an accomplice go through their cash to get a 

lady who can satisfy their organic requirements for a while, at that point if the agreement time frame runs 

out they will essentially leave it. While numerous poor and restricted information networks are 

effortlessly enticed by cash so they need to be hitched in an agreement and not a couple of guardians urge 

their kids to need to do it.  

Agreement relationships are picked on the grounds that the system isn't confused like in a 

changeless marriage. The expense is additionally modest on the grounds that the guilty party isn't too 

troubled holding a wedding gathering as is regular in lasting relationships. The term of the marriage isn't 

changeless, can be orchestrated together even here and there increasingly controlled by men, contingent 

upon to what extent he needs it.  Moreover, social weights must have normal visits or friendliness to the 

spouse's family. That is the reason in some large urban areas, even little urban areas contract marriage has 

become another wonder which at that point turns into a marriage trademark that is experienced by remote 

men who work occasionally in Indonesia.  

This wonder turns out to be essential to get consideration, at any rate for two reasons, to be 

specific since: (1) Sunniism embraced by most of Muslims in Indonesia denies the act of marriage. Other 

than that, relationships in Indonesia have been controlled by Law Number 1 of 1974 and the Compilation 
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of Islamic Law (KHI) which is contrary with the principles of the marriage contract. (2) Sociologically, 

the act of agreement relationships completed in different locales in Indonesia has monetary worth, with 

the goal that agreement marriage is for the most part done by the lower class network.  This investigation 

expects to comprehend the historical backdrop of agreement relationships, the inspiration of 

neighborhood young ladies to wed Middle Eastern male sightseers and the impacts of agreement 

relationships. The Indonesia government detailed that its travel industry division experienced misfortunes 

of as much as US$500 million every month.  

 

3. The decrease of inbound remote travelers 

The most immediate effect of the flare-up is the decrease of inbound remote travelers to Indonesia's most 

visited goals, one of which is Bintan Island, pretty much an hour by ship toward the south of Singapore. 

Bintan is one of the islands in Riau Archipelago, which is as of now being created by the Indonesia 

government as a key visitor goal after Bali.  

A portion of the better-known vacationer goals in Bintan are Trikora Beach, Senggiling, and 

Beralas Pasir Island. Adjacent to its flawless sea shores, Bintan likewise has numerous other traveler 

goals, for example, Lagoi Bay, Bukit Busung, the Blue Lake, Crytal Lagoon, Bukit Panglong, and Mount 

Bintan Waterfall. The island is the fourth biggest supporter of vacationer numbers in Indonesia. In 2019, 

Bintan saw around 1.6 million of both local and outside travelers who visited 700,000 set by the Tourism 

and Creative Economy Ministry.  

The travel industry area is the biggest wellspring of Bintan's provincial income, outperforming 

different areas, for example, agribusiness, mining, and mining assets. In 2019, Bintan's travel industry 

area was ruled by outside voyagers from China. Of the 750,000 remote vacationers who visited Bintan, 35 

percent (around 260,000) were from China. An other 65 percent included vacationers from neighboring 

nations like Singapore and Malaysia.  One of the causes was the Chinese-commanded the travel industry 

business tie in Bintan set up by the Dalian Wanda Group, a significant worldwide combination situated in 

Beijing with its center business in property improvement.  

The organization is additionally known for putting resources into different segments, for example, 

development, amusement, producing, and monetary administrations. Offering low-evaluated visit 

bundles, the organization occupied with an arrangement with the Riau Islands Tourism Office in 2016. In 

any case, the fantastic accomplishment of Bintan's travel industry segment has been undermined by the 

ongoing flare-up of COVID-19, after which the quantity of vacationers from China per January 2020 

dwindled to 500. This was because of the avoidance gauges by both focal and neighborhood government 

ending non-stop flights from China to Indonesia.  

 

4. The decay of travelers from mainled China 

The decay of travelers from mainled China because of the COVID-19 flare-up has influenced 

organizations identified with Bintan's travel industry area, for example, inns, blessing shops, and nearby 

anglers. The diminishing visitor numbers has prompted declining interest for lodgings, blessing, and 

nourishment utilization. As per the neighborhood trade guild, this circumstance has undermined the 

occupations of local people who work in the business despite the fact that the quantity of resorts and inns 

that have laid off their representatives have gone to a great extent unreported.  

In any case, the effect of the flare-up on nearby organizations outside the travel industry segment isn't as 

awful given that the travel industry in Bintan is overwhelmed by the Dalian Wanda Group's chain of 

organizations. Under a controlled visit bundle, the greater part of the terrain Chinese travelers are taken to 

places that are ready to go joint effort with Wanda Group. This raises different issues, in particular, the 

disgruntlement of nearby organizations who don't profit by the travel industry from China; they are 

discontent with the syndication delighted in by the Wanda Group as gave by the neighborhood 

government. To forestall a COVID-19 episode, the neighborhood government as a team with Jakarta has 

actualized measures, for example, prohibiting non-stop flights from China to the Riau Islands. Nearby 
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specialists have additionally introduced body heat temperature finders in key passages, including air 

terminals and seaports.  

 

5. Conclusion 

The effects of the coronavirus on the travel industry segment in Indonesia additionally flagged the 

neighborhood government's inability to enhance the economy of Indonesia to lessen reliance on the travel 

industry to a great extent from or just on voyagers from China. Depending intensely on travelers from 

China has hamstrung Indonesia's travel industry division. The reduction in the quantity of territory 

Chinese sightseers has likewise uncovered the functions of the Wanda Group and its monopolistic 

practices. This infers the neighborhood government's inability to make a level playing field for reasonable 

access to advertise and to locate the correct harmony among remote and nearby business interests. On a 

huge note, the neighborhood government ought to organize the need to devise nearby guidelines or 

official's guidelines to control monopolistic business activity in Indonesia. The COVID-19 emergency 

may end up being a surprisingly positive turn of events for the travel industry in Indonesia if exercises are 

found out as far as three zones: first, nearby government deregulation of the travel industry division: 

second, a quest for new wellsprings of sightseers; and third, updating the aptitudes of neighborhood the 

travel industry related organizations to offer better types of assistance to vacationers when the COVID-19 

alarm dies down and the visitors return.  
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